
 
 

BRIGHTLEAF ADVISORY GROUP LLP 
Greensboro, North Carolina 

April 03, 2017 
 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20549 
 
Re: Paragon Offshore plc 
Schedule 13D filed March 20, 2017 by Marcel de Groot and  
Michael Richard Hammersley (“Reporting Persons”) 
File No. 005-88380 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
This letter is in response to your previous correspondence dated March 10, 2017 referencing the 
Schedule 14N (“Initial Correspondence”) as the correspondence dated March 24, 2017 
referencing the Schedule 13D (“Second Correspondence”).  
 
Timeline of Events: 
 
February 22, 2017: Brightleaf Advisory Group, LLP files a Schedule 14N in regard to a 
requisition letter sent to the Board of Directors of Paragon Offshore, plc. (“Exhibit A”). 
 

Various Dates between February 22, 2017 and March 10, 2017: Telephone 
Correspondence between Ms. Tiffany Piland Posil and Michael R. Hammersley 
occur. 
 

March 10, 2017: Securities and Exchange Commission transmits the Initial Correspondence to 
Michael R. Hammersley via electronic message (“Exhibit B”). 

 
Various Dates between March 10, 2017 and March 20, 2017: Telephone 
Correspondence between Ms. Tiffany Piland Posil and Michael R. Hammersley 
occur. 

 
March 20, 2017: Brightleaf Advisory Group, LLP files a Schedule 13D in agreement with the 
Initial Correspondence and affirming the need for the Schedule 13D to be filed due to the intent 
to change the Board of Directors. 
 
March 24, 2017: Securities and Exchange Commission transmits the Secondary Correspondence 
to Michael R. Hammersley via electronic message (“Exhibit C”). 
 
Responses Given to the Secondary Correspondence: 
 
1. Agree and accepted. An amended Schedule 13D will be filed to refer to the previously filed 
Schedule 14N.  
 
2. No agreement to date has been conceived. The Reporting Persons have no such agreement to 
act together for any purposes. It should be noted that although Mr. de Groot and Mr. 
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Hammersley are the two shareholders listed in the SEC filings, there are actually over one-
hundred individual shareholders, all of whom are retail investors, none sophisticated, involved in 
this process to remove the current Board of Directors of Paragon Offshore plc. (“Board of 
Directors”). The Reporting Persons do have an assumption or understanding that due to the 
breach of fiduciary duty by the Board of Directors alleged by the shareholder of Paragon 
Offshore, plc., as well as the conflict of interest that the current Management has in protecting 
their former employer Noble Corporation, plc. (“Noble”) for a number of securities violations 
and fraudulent conveyance[for specifications regarding the alleged fraudulent conveyance that 
Noble has committed please see the attached (“Exhibit D”)], it is necessary for the current 
serving directors to be removed from their positions, in order for shareholders to be able to 
exercise their rights.  
 
Pursuant to section 303 of the Companies Act of 2006, and as indicated in the Requisition Letter 
sent, Paragon Offshore, being a company incorporated in the United Kingdom is required to call 
a General Meeting when the Board of Directors receives requests from shareholders owning 
[5%] of such of the paid-up capital of the company as carries the right of voting at general 
meetings of the company (excluding any paid-up capital held as treasury shares). The company 
is also required to call a General Meeting under section 656 of the Companies Act when the net 
assets of a public company are half or less of its called-up share capital. At that point in time, the 
directors must call a general meeting of the company to consider whether any, and if so what, 
steps should be taken to deal with the situation. To date, no such meeting has been called by the 
company.  
 
On March 10, 2017, the Management responded to the requisition letter via registered mail as 
well as e-mail. Their response is attached hereto as (“Exhibit E”). In this response, they 
acknowledged that they were no longer looking out for their shareholders’ interest, which was 
obvious. The Board rejected the General Meeting request stating that, “The register does not 
include Marcel de Groot and Michael Richard Hammersley in the list of registered members. It 
follows that Marcel de Groot and Michael Richard Hammersley did not, as at February 22, 2017, 
have any right to requisition a general meeting under section 303 CA 06 (or otherwise). It also 
follows that the Board is not obliged to convene a general meeting of Paragon. In the 
circumstances, the Board does not intend to call such a meeting.”1 Although it is unclear how 
Mr. West expects a shareholder to gain access to the company registry, as Paragon does not offer 
a direct stock purchase plan2, he still felt the need to state that, “[i]f the members submit a valid 
request for a general meeting of Paragon to replace the Board with new directors who do not 

                                                
1 See ¶1 Exhibit E 
2 The few names that do appear on the registry have held the shares from the date of distribution from Noble. See 
SEC filing 10-12B “Direct Registration System. As part of the spin-off, we will be adopting a direct registration 
system for book-entry share registration and transfer of Paragon Offshore ordinary shares. Paragon Offshore 
ordinary shares to be distributed in the spin-off will be distributed as uncertificated shares registered in book-entry 
form through the direct registration system. No certificates representing your shares will be mailed to you in 
connection with the spin-off. Under the direct registration system, instead of receiving share certificates, you will 
receive a statement reflecting your ownership interest in our shares. Contact information for our transfer agent and 
registrar is provided under “Questions and Answers About the Spin-Off.” The distribution agent will begin mailing 
book-entry account statements reflecting your ownership of shares promptly after the Distribution Date. You can 
obtain more information regarding the direct registration system by contacting our transfer agent and registrar.” 
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support the New Plan”3 he would ensure that, “the Board will take action to put Paragon into 
administration before the date of the general meeting. Once administrators are appointed, they 
will have the power to postpone the general meeting and appoint or remove any directors in 
order to allow Paragon to finalize and seek confirmation of the New Plan and, upon 
confirmation, take all steps required to implement the New Plan.”4 It should be noted that after 
spending hours in multiple attempts to become registered, the Unofficial Committee was 
unsuccessful. Every attempt to transfer shares via DRS or DWAC, inexplicably, failed. The 
register of members shows Cede & Co., the subsidiary of the DTCC as the holder of 99.9% of 
the shares outstanding with a dozen names of individuals who received the shares at the time of 
separation from Noble. As Mr. West admits, in the Board of Directors Second Response, “it may 
be impossible to attain access to the member registry of Paragon Offshore, plc.” This is a clear 
attempt to violate domestic and international securities laws and oppress the thousands of 
shareholders of Paragon Offshore worldwide. 
 
Although Paragon’s Board of Directors contends in their Reply to the Requisition Letter that the 
request for a general meeting was invalid, we disagree. This is because, it is impossible to hold 
Paragon Offshore shares directly due to the fact that the company does not offer a direct stock 
purchase plan and because of the fact that the company was set up in such a way to specifically 
oppress shareholders (as was disclosed in the Form 10-12 in connection with the Paragon 
separation):  
 

Because we will be a public limited company incorporated under U.K. law, investors 
could experience more difficulty enforcing judgments obtained against us in U.S. 
courts than would be the case for U.S. judgments obtained against a U.S. corporation.  
In addition, it may be more difficult or impossible to bring some types of claims against 
us in courts in the U.K. than it would be to bring similar claims against a U.S. company 
in a U.S. court.   
 
Provisions in our articles of association are intended to have anti-takeover effects that 
could discourage an acquisition of us by others, and may prevent attempts by 
shareholders to replace or remove our current management.  
Certain provisions in our articles of association are intended to have the effect of delaying 
or preventing a change in control of us or changes in our management. For example, we 
expect that our articles of association will include provisions that establish an advance 
notice procedure for shareholder resolutions to be brought before an annual meeting of 
our shareholders, including proposed nominations of persons for election to our board of 
directors. U.K. law also prohibits the passing of written shareholder resolutions by public 
companies. [Emphasis added because this statement is inaccurate, shareholders can pass 
written resolutions as provided in part 13 of the Companies Act.] 

 
On Paragon’s own webpage, they state that the only way to purchase stock in the company is 
through a brokerage account, “Paragon Offshore does not have a direct stock purchase plan, but 
you can buy shares of common stock by contacting a brokerage firm.”5 Marcel de Groot and 
                                                
3 See ¶4 Exhibit E 
4 See ¶4 Exhibit E 
5 http://www.paragonoffshore.com/investors-relations/investor-resources/faqs/default.aspx 
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Michael R. Hammersley sent a response back to the Board of Directors on March 15, 2017 
(“Exhibit F”). A reply was received from the Board of Directors on March 22, 2017 (“Exhibit 
G”).  
 
In contradiction to the Response Letter, Paragon describes the event without disclosing the threat 
of pushing the company into Administration at an earlier date, Disclosure Statement For Third 
Joint Chapter 11 Plan Of Paragon Offshore Plc And Its Affiliated Debtors (“Third Disclosure 
Statement”) [D.I. 1296] See¶ IV. Events During the Chapter 11 Cases: E. Request for an Equity 
Committee pg. 30: 
 

“On February 22, 2017, Paragon Parent received a request (the “EGM Request”) for an 
Extraordinary General Meeting (“EGM”) from certain of its shareholders. As disclosed in 
a Schedule 14N filed with the SEC on February 22, 2017, these shareholders have 
nominated three (3) board members to replace Paragon Parent’s existing board of 
directors. By letter dated March 10, 2017, J. Robinson West, Chairman of the Board of 
Paragon Parent, responded to the EGM Request (the “EGM Response”). The EGM 
Response stated, among other things, that the EGM Request did not comply with Paragon 
Parent’s articles of association or U.S. securities law and, therefore, was an invalid 
request. Paragon Parent does not intend to call an EGM until a valid EGM Request is 
received. 
 
On March 16, 2017, Paragon Parent received a reply to the EGM Response (the “EGM 
Reply”). The EGM Reply, among other things, renewed the request for an EGM and 
requested assistance from Mr. West in remedying the infirmities in the EGM Request. On 
March 22, 2017, Mr. West responded to the EGM Reply. The response stated, among 
other things, that Paragon Parent could not advise the shareholders on the specific steps 
to take to cure the infirmities in the EGM Request and suggested that the shareholders 
seek independent advice on the matter.” 
 

See¶ IV. Events During the Chapter 11 Cases: H. The U.K. Administration pg. 31: 
 
 “Under English law, a public limited company, such as Paragon Parent, cannot cancel its 
existing equity interests or amend its articles of association and issue new shares of the 
company to creditors through the chapter 11 proceeding absent shareholder consent. As 
such shareholder consent will not be sought, to effectuate the reorganization 
contemplated in the Plan, Paragon Parent is required to implement the U.K. Sale 
Transaction, and Reorganized Paragon will then issue the New Equity Interests (among 
other consideration) to holders of Allowed Class 4 Claims on account of such Claims. 
Following implementation of the U.K. Sale Transaction, the existing equity shall be 
deemed valueless and shall not receive any distribution under the Plan. Under English 
law, absent shareholder consent, Paragon Parent cannot effectuate the reorganization 
contemplated in the Plan unless it commences the U.K. Administration. Accordingly, 
prior to the Effective Date, the directors of Paragon Parent will seek an administration 
order from the English Court pursuant to paragraph 13 of Schedule B1 of the Insolvency 
Act 1986 to appoint the U.K. Administrators to implement the U.K. Sale Transaction 
pursuant to the U.K. Implementation Agreement. Although the directors of Paragon 
Parent intend to seek appointment of the U.K. Administrators after the Confirmation 
Hearing but prior to the Effective Date, if circumstances warrant, the directors of Paragon 
Parent may seek an administration order from the English Court even earlier, including 
prior to the Confirmation Hearing. Upon appointment, the U.K. Administrators will 
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assume the management of the affairs, business and property of Paragon Parent with all 
powers necessary or expedient to do so, including the power to effect the U.K. Sale 
Transaction pursuant to the U.K. Implementation Agreement.” 

 
3. Agreed and Accepted. An amended Schedule 13D will be filed to update this information.  
 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any additional questions or concerns. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
/s/ Michael R. Hammersley 
  



 
 
 
 

 
EXHIBIT A 

 
REQUISITION LETTER TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF PARAGON OFFSHORE, 

PLC. 
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EXHIBIT B 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION INITIAL CORRESPONDENCE 

  



 

 

March 10, 2017 
 
 
Via E-mail 
 
Michael Richard Hammersley 
Brightleaf Advisory Group, LLP 
706 N. Eugene Street, A4 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
 

Re: Paragon Offshore plc 
Schedule 14N filed February 22, 2017 by Brightleaf Advisory Group, LLP 
 File No. 001-36465 

 
Dear Mr. Hammersley: 
 

We have reviewed your filing and have the following comment.  If you do not believe 
our comment applies to your facts and circumstances, please tell us why in your response.  After 
reviewing your response to this comment, we may have additional comments.   

 
1. Please provide us with your analysis as to whether a group has been formed within the 

meaning of Exchange Act Section 13(d)(3) and Exchange Act Rule 13d-5(b)(1) in 
connection with the nomination of Messrs. Stilley, Slaughter and Tondu to the board of 
directors of Paragon Offshore plc. 

 
We remind you that the filing persons are responsible for the accuracy and adequacy of 

their disclosures, notwithstanding any review, comments, action or absence of action by the staff. 
 
Please contact me at (202) 551-3589 if you have any questions. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
                                                                                                /s/ Tiffany Piland Posil 
 

Tiffany Piland Posil 
Special Counsel 
Office of Mergers and Acquisitions 
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION SECONDARY CORRESPONDENCE 

  



 

 

March 24, 2017 
 
 
Via E-mail 
 
Michael Richard Hammersley 
Brightleaf Advisory Group, LLP 
706 N. Eugene Street, A4 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
 

Re: Paragon Offshore plc 
Schedule 13D filed March 20, 2017 by Marcel de Groot and  
    Michael Richard Hammersley 
 File No. 005-88380 

 
Dear Mr. Hammersley: 
 

We have reviewed your filing and have the following comments.  If you do not believe 
our comments apply to your facts and circumstances, please tell us why in your response.  After 
reviewing your response to these comments, we may have additional comments.   

 
1. Item 4(d) of Schedule 13D requires disclosure of any plans or proposals which the 

reporting persons may have which relate to or would result in any change in the present 
board of directors of the registrant for which beneficial ownership is being reported.  
Please advise us what consideration was given to disclosing in response to Item 4(d) the 
fact that the reporting persons filed a Schedule 14N in connection with the reporting 
persons’ nomination of Messrs. Stilley, Slaughter and Tondu to the board of directors of 
Paragon Offshore plc. 
 

2. The disclosure provided in response to Item 4 indicates that the reporting persons 
acquired the shares for investment purposes.  Please advise us whether the reporting 
persons agreed to act together for the purpose of acquiring, holding, or voting the shares 
in order to aggregate their holdings to meet the five percent threshold to exercise certain 
rights under the Companies Act 2006, such as the right to requisition a meeting of the 
company, the right to propose a resolution for the meeting, or the right to requisition the 
circulation of a statement to shareholders regarding a proposed resolution.  If so, please 
amend the disclosure provided in response to Item 4 to state the purpose of the reporting 
persons’ agreement to act together.  Refer to Rule 13d-5(b)(1).  
 

3. The information disclosed in response to Item 5 is provided for the reporting persons on 
an aggregate basis.  Please revise to also provide the disclosure required by Item 5 of 
Schedule 13D for each reporting person on an individual basis.  Please note that to avoid 
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unnecessary duplication, you may answer items on Schedule 13D by appropriate cross 
reference to an item or items on the cover page of Schedule 13D.                                                                
 
 
We remind you that the filing persons are responsible for the accuracy and adequacy of 

their disclosures, notwithstanding any review, comments, action or absence of action by the staff. 
 
Please contact me at (202) 551-3589 if you have any questions. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
                                                                                                /s/ Tiffany Piland Posil 
 

Tiffany Piland Posil 
Special Counsel 
Office of Mergers and Acquisitions 

 
  



 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT D 
INVESTIGATION INTO THE SPIN-OFF OF PARAGON OFFSHORE, PLC. FROM NOBLE 

CORPORATION, PLC. 
  



Noble Corp’s Fraudulent Conveyance with the Spinoff of Paragon Offshore 
 
Noble committed $1.36 Billion in fraudulent conveyance of equity value with the spinoff of 
Paragon Offshore. 
 
Here is the evidence: 
 

1. On the balance sheet of the Paragon Offshore Amended S/1,  Noble advertised a total 
equity value of $2 Billion for the Paragon Offshore spinoff.   1

 
2. Noble advertised the $2B equity cushion to investors, unsecured bondholders and 

secured creditors from March 2014 until the August 4, 2014 spinoff of Paragon Offshore. 
 

3. Noble was able to place $1.73B in debt ($1.08B of the debt was unsecured) on the 
Paragon Offshore spinoff using the debt markets, by presenting the $2B equity cushion 
balance sheet to creditors.  2

 
4. It appears that Noble tried to place even more debt onto the Paragon Offshore spinoff: 

$2.27B of debt, but were unable to do so via the debt markets.   3

 
5. The $2B advertised equity cushion translates to $23.66 per share.   4

 
6. When the spinoff completed on August 4, 2014, PGN traded at $10.71 per share on the 

NYSE.  The public market was valuing Paragon Offshore equity at only $907M.   5

 
7. The difference between the Noble advertised equity value and the market’s valuation of 

equity was $1,097 Million.    6

1 Paragon Offshore Amended S/1 Balance Sheet: 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.htm#fin635036_
2  
 
2 See https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514275181/d761533d8k.htm for 
details on the $1.08B in unsecured debt, and the $650M term loan. 
 
3 See the June 30, 2014 balance sheet that was released after spinoff on August 29, 2014, where the 
balance sheet carried a long term debt figure of $2.27 Billion: 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514326877/d776671d10q.htm#tx776671_7  
 
4 The number of shares outstanding at the time of spinoff was 84,753,393, and the balance sheet equity 
value was $2,005,333,000.   Therefore, Noble’s assigned per-share value for the Paragon spinoff was 
$2,005,333,000 / 84,753,393 = $23.66 per share.  
 
5 The PGN share closing price on the NYSE was $10.7111 per Bloomberg.  $10.7111 X 84,753,393 
shares = $907.8M for equity value.  
 
6 $2,005M advertised value - $908M actual market value = $1,097M. 
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8. Per the Third Circuit’s decision in In re VFB v. Campbell Soup, the court noted that 

“absent some reason to distrust it, the market price is ‘a more reliable measure of the 
stock’s value than the subjective estimates of one or two expert witnesses.’ “   7

 
9. A second relevant valuation event occurred soon after spinoff.  The $929 Million 

impairment charge by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) for September 30, 2014 
accounting confirms the public market’s equity value assertion on the August 4, 2014 
spinoff date:  that the 35 year old oil rig assets spun off to Paragon Offshore did not have 
the advertised asset value of $3.46B.  8

 
10. Between August 4, 2014 until November 10, 2014 when the September 2014 balance 

sheet was released for Paragon Offshore, the Paragon stock (NYSE:PGN) attracted 
value investors, due to the stock having a favorable Price/Book ratio using the advertised 
asset value of $3.46B. 

 
11. When PwC did their work for September 30, 2014 accounting during the October 2014 

timeframe, the major banks were not forecasting an oil market collapse in 2015: 
Barclays was forecasting $93/barrel and Goldman Sachs was forecasting $85/barrel oil 
for 2015.  9

 

7 From the Latham and Watkins whitepaper on fraudulent spinoffs, Page 3: 
https://www.lw.com/thoughtLeadership/LW-Backspin-Challenging-Spin-Offs-as-Fraudulent-Transfers  
In the public SpinCo context, the strongest endorsement for the market price approach to valuation is the 
Third Circuit’s decision in In re VFB v. Campbell Soup.  The court noted that “absent some reason to 
distrust it, the market price is ‘a more reliable measure of the stock’s value than the subjective estimates 
of one or two expert witnesses.  ‘ “   Additionally, the public market test is strongest when the SpinCo 
consists entirely of the transferred assets, which was the case for the Paragon Offshore spinoff. 
 
8 See https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514406535/d819132dex991.htm for 
the details on the $929M impairment charge by PwC for September 30, 2014 accounting, one month after 
spinoff, this information was released to investors on November 10, 2014.  CEO Randall Stilley:  “We 
concluded that the current values of our drillships in Brazil and our FPSO are higher than the current 
market values for similar units. ”   See 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000156459014005619/pgn-10q_20140930.htm#N_Bal
ance_Sheets for the September 30, 2014 balance sheet audited by PwC.  Note the drastic difference in 
equity value for September 30, 2014:  $475M versus the advertised $2B.   Note too the differences in 
asset value:  $2.03B versus the advertised $3.46B.  
The PwC audit team should be interviewed to determine why they did the $929M impairment charge. 
One of the drillships, the FPSO, was cold-stacked for 4 years before being transferred to Paragon 
Offshore, and should not have been transferred in with any value.  The FPSO value assigned by Noble 
before the spinoff should be investigated. 
 
9 See this October 29, 2014 article from Bloomberg on the oil markets: 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-10-29/why-oil-prices-went-down-so-far-so-fast  
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12. A third relevant valuation event which indicated asset overvaluation, and is a market 
related test, happened before the spinoff in the April 2014 timeframe.  Noble abandoned 
the intended IPO of Paragon Offshore,  leaving $395 Million in tax free cash on the table 

, potentially due to the lack of interest by institutional investors who would be 10

subscribers to the IPO who did not believe in the balance sheet with $2B equity cushion 
that was presented to them.  11

 
13. A fourth relevant valuation event occurred in 2012 and is a market related test, indicates 

Paragon’s asset value should be in the $1.8 Billion range.    In 2012, Transocean sold 38 
comparable standard specification jackup rigs with a comparable average oil rig age of 
35 years, all associated drilling contracts, and 3,500 employees for a total of $1.05B . 12

The prorated value for the 34 jackups transferred from Noble to Paragon Offshore would 
therefore have a fair market value of $939M.    The 34 jackup rigs ostensibly had a 13

higher value than the other 6 employable floaters transferred from Noble to Paragon 
Offshore, due to Revenue and Backlog.  14

10 In December 2013, Noble gets a Private Letter Ruling (PLR) from the IRS, approving the tax free sale 
of 19.7% of shares via an IPO.  The IPO filing at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312513481086/d635036ds1.htm#fin635036_1
6  indicates that 19.7% of shares would be sold.  Selling 19.7% of shares of equity that Noble valued at 
$2B on the balance sheet =  $2B x 19.7% = $395M in tax free cash for Noble Corp.  
 
11 See https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1458891/000119312514169903/d720359dex991.htm . 
On April 30, 2014, Paragon Offshore abandoned the IPO of Paragon Offshore.  David Williams, Noble 
CEO:  “In light of financial market conditions, both generally and with respect to the equity markets for 
offshore drilling companies, we decided to eliminate the initial public offering and accelerate the 
completion of the separation transaction.”   This appears to indicate the lack of institutional subscribers to 
the IPO, who did not believe in the presented $3.46B asset valuation for the 35 year old oil rigs.  Noble 
however, did not take this market feedback to adjust their balance sheet accordingly to values that were 
more attractive to institutional subscribers, and instead kept presenting the same balance sheet to 
potential creditors and investors.   The reason for IPO abandonment, and the lack of balance sheet 
adjustments, needs to be investigated. 
 
12 See http://investor.deepwater.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=113031&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1763442  
 
13 For the fair market value comparison, in 2012 Transocean sold 38 standard spec jackup rigs on the 
open market with average age of 35 years for $1.05B.  The estimated comparable market value for each 
jackup is therefore $27.63M ($1.05B / 38).  The 34 transferred jackups should have a fair market value of 
$939M  ($27.63M x 34). 
 
14 In 2013, the jackups transferred from Noble to Paragon had 72% of total revenue and 54% of total 
backlog.  Conversely, the transferred floaters (9 total, however 3 floaters were cold stacked for years, so 
only 6 floaters were employable) accounted for 28% of total revenue and 46% of total backlog. 
Therefore, the 9 floaters transferred from Noble could be considered worth less than the open market 
jackup value of $939M per the Transocean sale.  So the jackups value of $939M + floater market value of 
less than $939M = less than $1,878M for the market value of transferred assets.  See page 4 of the 
Amended S/1 for the pie chart showing revenue and backlog by rig type: 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594590/000119312514089393/d635036ds1a.htm  
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14. There is potentially a fifth relevant valuation event, which is also a market related test.  In 

2011/2012, Noble tried to sell the some of the rigs that were eventually transferred to 
Paragon Offshore, but could not sell the rigs.    The details of this failed sale need to be 15

investigated:  did Noble agree upon a sales price?  If so, that agreed upon sales price for 
the rigs should be compared with the asset value conveyed by Noble via the Amended 
S/1 balance sheet. 

 
15. Along with the $1,097 Million in asset overvaluation per the public market test on August 

4, 2014, and the multiple supportive market related tests, Noble also did not disclose all 
of the liabilities transferred to Paragon Offshore. 

 
16. Noble incurred $266 Million in unpaid Mexico taxes for drilling in Mexico between 2005 

to 2010, transferred these tax liabilities to Paragon Offshore, and did not disclose these 
liabilities to investors and creditors before the spinoff.  16

 
17. Adding the difference in asset overvaluation ($1,097 Million) and the undisclosed 

liabilities ($266 Million) gives a total misrepresented equity value by Noble of $1.36 
Billion for the Paragon Offshore spinoff.  17

 
18. The Paragon Offshore equity value at the time of spinoff was therefore $641M.  18

 
19. The percentage difference between the advertised $2B equity cushion and the $641M 

actual equity cushion is 103%.   19

 
20. Noble could be forgiven for a 10% or 20% difference in value, since no valuations are 

perfect, however a 103% difference between the advertised equity cushion and the 
actual equity cushion should cross the threshold of fraudulent conveyance. 

15 Todd Strickler’s testimony, Court Doc #716 
(http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001 ) , page 5:  “Prior to the Spin-off, 
Noble considered marketing and selling off what are now many of Paragon’s assets and made significant 
progress on one such transaction in late 2011 and early 2012. That potential asset sale fell through in 
early 2012, however, and the Spin-off process subsequently began.”  
 
16 See page 7 of Todd Strickler’s testimony: 
http://www.kccllc.net/paragon/document/1610386160912000000000001  
 
17 $1,097M + $266M = $1,363M.  
 
18 $907M market value of equity minus $266M undisclosed liabilities = $641M for the true equity value at 
the time of spinoff. 
 
19 See the percentage difference formula at 
http://www.calculatorsoup.com/calculators/algebra/percent-difference-calculator.php , and enter values of 
$2,005M and $641M.   There is a 103% difference between the two numbers. 
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21. If Noble appropriately valued assets and disclosed all liabilities on the balance sheet 

before spinoff, the equity cushion presented to investors and creditors would have been 
much less, and Paragon Offshore most likely would have been spun off with much less 
debt, which may have prevented Paragon Offshore from entering Chapter 11 so quickly 
during an oil market downturn. 

 
22. If Paragon Offshore had a true $2 Billion equity cushion as advertised, instead of an 

actual $641 Million equity cushion at spinoff, Paragon Offshore would have been 
balance sheet solvent for much longer, which may have helped to prevent Paragon 
Offshore from entering Chapter 11 as quickly as it did, which was 17 months after the 
spinoff from Noble. 
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EXHIBIT E 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF PARAGON OFFSHORE, PLC. RESPONSE TO REQUISITION 

LETTER 
  



Mr. Marcel de Groot 
Graaf Van Egmontstraat 35A 
2000 Antwerpen 
Belgium 

Mr Michael Richard Hammersley 
706 N.Eugene St. A4 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

10 March 2017 

Dear Sirs 

Paragon Offshore Plc (“Paragon”) 

We refer to your letter dated February 22, 2017 pursuant to which Marcel de Groot and Michael Richard 
Hammersley have requested a general meeting for the purpose of proposing: 

(A)  a special resolution to amend articles 73, 118 and 130 of Paragon’s articles of association (the 
“Articles”) and delete Article 74; and  

(B)  ordinary resolutions to appoint Randall D. Stilley, Mark B. Slaughter and Robert Joe Tondu to the board 
of directors of Paragon Offshore Plc (the “Board”) and remove J. Robinson West, Thomas L. Kelly II, 
William L. Transier, Anthony R. Chase, John P. Reddy and Dean E. Taylor from the Board. 

1. Request for general meeting 

As you note in your letter, “the Board is required to call a general meeting of Paragon if it receives requests 
to do so from members representing at least 5% of the paid-up capital of Paragon as carries the right of 
voting at general meetings”, pursuant to section 303 of the Companies Act 2006 (“CA 06”).  
Section 112 CA 06 provides that, in addition to the subscribers of a company’s memorandum, “every other 
person who agrees to become a member of the company, and whose name is entered in its register of 
members, is a member of the company” (emphasis added).   
We enclose a copy of Paragon’s register of members as at February 22, 2017.  The register does not include 
Marcel de Groot and Michael Richard Hammersley in the list of registered members.   
It follows that Marcel de Groot and Michael Richard Hammersley did not, as at February 22, 2017, have any 
right to requisition a general meeting under section 303 CA 06 (or otherwise).  It also follows that the Board 
is not obliged to convene a general meeting of Paragon.  In the circumstances, the Board does not intend to 
call such a meeting. 
 
2. SEC requirements 

If any of Paragon’s members request that the Board circulates a statement to members pursuant to section 314 
CA 06 (a “Members’ Statement”), the Board understands that any such Members’ Statement will need to 
be approved by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) before its circulation.   
It follows that, if any member validly requests the Board: (i) to call a general meeting; and (ii) to circulate a 
Members’ Statement in connection with the general meeting, the Board will need to consider carefully 
whether the relevant member has obtained any necessary SEC approvals.  Naturally, the Board will need to 



consider whether the necessary SEC approvals have been obtained before it can properly determine if it is 
lawfully able to send a notice of a general meeting accompanied by the Member’s Statement. Please note 
that Paragon will only meet the costs of distributing the notice of general meeting and the Members’ 
Statement to registered members.    
 
3. Paragon directors’ duties 

As disclosed in the Disclosure Statement for the Third Joint Chapter 11 Plan of Paragon Offshore plc and its 
Affiliated Debtors (D.I. 1093) (the “New Disclosure Statement”), the total debt of Paragon and its affiliated 
debtors (together, the “Debtors”) is approximately $2.44 billion and the estimated amount of value to be 
distributed to creditors under the Third Joint Chapter 11 Plan of Paragon Offshore plc and its Affiliated 
Debtors (D.I. 1092) (the “New Plan1”) is approximately $1.07 billion.   

There is therefore a gap of approximately $1.37 billion before the members receive any recovery on their 
equity interests. As the members have no economic interest in the Debtors and value breaks clearly in the 
debt, the Board has been advised that it must act in the best interests of Paragon’s creditors.  At this stage, 
the Board considers that progressing the New Plan provides the best outcome for creditors.   

The Board therefore has a duty to progress and seek confirmation of the New Plan and to take steps to prevent 
the members from taking action which might prevent or disrupt the confirmation and implementation of the 
New Plan.  

Any new directors appointed to the Board would have exactly the same duties as the current directors.   

4. UK Administration of Paragon 

The New Plan contemplates Paragon entering UK administration, primarily in order to implement the 
transfer of the Reorganized Debtors (as defined in the New Plan) to the creditors.  

If the members submit a valid request for a general meeting of Paragon to replace the Board with new 
directors who do not support the New Plan, the Board will take action to put Paragon into administration 
before the date of the general meeting.   

Once administrators are appointed, they will have the power to postpone the general meeting and appoint or 
remove any directors in order to allow Paragon to finalize and seek confirmation of the New Plan and, upon 
confirmation, take all steps required to implement the New Plan. 

We will notify members and creditors of the date of the administration application hearing once a date has 
been fixed; however, you should note that merely receiving notice of the administration application hearing 
does not mean that you will be granted standing by the court should you decide to attend the hearing.  

 

1 New Plan includes any amended or modified plan as a result of further discussions with creditors. 



5. Conclusion

The members have nothing to gain by attempting to disrupt the restructuring by replacing the Board or 
opposing the administration of Paragon.  This would only increase the costs already incurred by the members 
in relation to the restructuring and cause further unnecessary damage to the value of the Debtors’ estates.  
For the reasons set out above, the Board is obliged to take all steps necessary to prevent this happening.   

Yours faithfully 

J. Robinson West 
Chairman of the Board 
On behalf of Paragon Offshore Plc 



 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT F 
REPLY TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF PARAGON OFFSHORE, PLC. 

  



       Paragon Offshore Plc 
       J. Robinson West  
       Chairman of the Board  
       20-22 Bedford Row 
       London 
       WC1R 4JS 
 
 
 
 
 
       Antwerp, March 15, 2017 
 
 
 
Dear Sirs, 
 
 
We refer to your letter dated March 10th, 2017 in reply of our request to call 
a general meeting for the purpose as explained in or letter dated February 22, 
2017. 
 
 
You deny our request for a General Meeting based on Section 112 CA 06 
that states that in order to require a General Meeting our names must be on 
the register of the Members of the company. 
 
 
You enclosed to your letter a copy of the register of members as at February 
22, 2017.   Earlier copies received from the register show to be exactly the 
same as the most recent version you provided. 
 
 
Both Michael Hammersley as myself have taken numerous steps to get our 
shares listed on the register but every effort to do so has failed.   So far these 
steps have failed and we will document our efforts at a future time. 
 
It seems to be the case that from the moment of the creation of the company 
the shares have been in the name of Cede & Co. 
 



You, and the rest of the BOD, will understand that this situation has never 
been the intention of the lawmaker in the U.K. 
 
In order to put unnecessary costs on to the Company with an additional 
lawsuit in the U.K. demanding a Court order to organize the General 
Meeting we ask you to: 
 

a. Call the General Meeting as requested. 
b. Instruct us on the steps to take to have the shares in our name 

on the register. 
c. Use your power as chairman of the BOD to get our shares in 

our name on the register of the company. 
 
 
With regards to the SEC requirements you mention in your letter we inform 
you that we have checked your claim with the SEC and received information 
that such requirements do not exists. 
 
 
In any case the Company, if it so chooses to do, has enough time to do this 
and can already start this process because our statement will remain the 
same. 
 
 
You also refer to Paragon Directors’ duties by stating that a gap of 
approximately $1.37 billion exists between the Company’s debt and value to 
distribute to creditors. 
 
 
It’s good to see that the gap actually declined since presenting POR2 to the 
Courts of Delaware.   You might even conclude that a large part of the 
liquidity that was required by Judge Sontchi in his ruling has already been 
found.    
 
 
It speaks for itself that we differ on this valuation and it’s also clear that the 
BOD is not making any effort to find a solution as per the ruling of Judge 
Sontchi.   
 
 



It’s also is clear that the gap between assets and liabilities has mainly be 
caused by a transfer of assets from Noble Corp that must been depreciated 
by $926 million within one month after the spin-off of these assets by Noble 
Corp.  
 
It’s also notable that there are companies operating in the energy sector with 
negative equity without the need of a complete equity wipeout. 
 
You’re completely wrong to state that the BOD, and as such also new 
members, will have a duty to seek confirmation of the New Plan. 
 
The duties of the BOD is to put a plan together that creates the most value 
for all stakeholders.    
 
That you have given up on these duties is more than clear in your reply with 
regards to a UK Administration of Paragon, which is quiet shocking to read 
but we don’t believe this letter is the place to handle this matter. 
 
Therefore we ask you to inform us within 48 hours with regards to our 
demands. 
 

a. Call the General Meeting as requested. 
b. Instruct us on the detailed steps to take to have the shares in our 

name on the register. 
c. Use your power as chairman of the BOD to put our shares 

directly in our name on the register of the company. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
 
Michael Richard Hammersley,    Marcel de Groot, 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT G 
SECOND RESPONSE FROM THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF PARAGON OFFSHORE, 

PLC. 






